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Question: 153
Which two statements correctly describe the features of SecureFiles? (Choose two.)
A. Compression is performed only on the server side and enables random reads and writes to LOB data
B. Deduplication stores identical data, which occurs in a LOB column in each row as a single copy within the
LOB
C. Compression can be performed on the client side and it enables random and sequential reads and writes
to LOB data
D. Deduplication stores identical data occuring two or more times in the same LOB column as a single copy
for the table
Answer: A,D
actual answer.

Question: 154
Which three actions can be performed by using the DBMS_ASSERT package to prevent SQL injection? (Choose
three.)
A. Detect a wrong user
B. Check input string length
C. Verify qualified SQL names
D. Validate TNS connect strings
E. Verify an existing schema name
F. Enclose string literals within double quotations marks
Answer: C,E,F

Question: 155
Which two conditions must be true for a PL/SQL function to be result cached? (Choose two.)
A. It must be part of a package
B. It must be a pipelined table function
C. It must not be defined in an anonymous block
D. It must have at least one OUT or IN OUT parameter
Answer: C,D

Question: 156
See the Exhibit:

Use cursors to fetch values
Identify the sections of the code that need to be modified for better performance gains. (Choose all that apply)
A. Use cursors to fetch values
B. Remove redundant SQL statements in the procedure
C. Avoid the NOT NULL constraint when declearing the variable
D. Define and compule procedures independently and not as part of a package
Answer: B,C

Question: 157
See the Exhibit:
Exhibit1:

Exhibit2:

The user has insufficient privileges on the DBMS_SESSION package
When executing the above PL/SQL statement to create SALES_ORDERS_CTZ context to use the
OE.SALES_ORDERS_PKG package.
ERROR at line 2:
ORA-28112: Failed to execute policy function.
What could be the reason for the error?
A. The user has insufficient privileges on the DBMS_SESSION package
B. The subprograms inside the package have not been created with the invokers right
C. The THE_PREDICATE function has an insufficient number of parameters in the package
D. The policy is created by using SALES_ORDERS_PKG. THE_PREDICATE without a parameter
Answer: C

Question: 158
Which two statements are true about SecureFile LOB options? (Choose two.)
A. The COMPRESSION HIGH option can be enabled only for CLOBs
B. The COMPRESSION HIGH option can be enabled for all internal LOBs
C. The DECRYPT option can be used to remove encryption only if the LOB column is empty
D. The DECRYPT option can be used to remove encryption from LOB columns that are empty or contain
data
Answer: B,D

Question: 159
Examine the following PL/SQL statements:
Stmt=’SELECT session_id FROM sessions WHERE ‘|| p_where_stmt;
Identify a solution for preventing SQL injection in the above code.
A. Replace P_WHERE_STMT with a bind variable
B. Do not use APIs that allow arbitrary query parameters to be exposed
C. Use the RESTRICT_REFERENCES clause in the PL/SQL subprogram that contains the code
D. Use DBMS_SQL to detect that the expression provided for P_WHERE_STMT is free from SQL injection
Answer: B
absolute answer.

Question: 160
Which two statements are true about cursor variables? (Choose two.)
A. Cursor variables can be parameterized like cursors
B. The query associated with a cursor variable cannot reference host varaible and PL/SQL variables
C. The FETCH statemetn executes the query assocaited with a cursor variable and identifies the result yet
D. Cursor attributes (%FOUND,%NOTFOUND,%ISOPEN and %ROWCOUNT) can be applied to a cursor
variable
E. The OPEN FOR statement executes the query associated with a cursor variable and identifies the result
set
Answer: D,E

Question: 161
Which two statements are true about associative arrays and varrays? (Choose two.)
A. Only varrays must use sequential numbers as subscripts
B. Only varrays can be used as column types in database tables
C. Both assocaitive arrays and varrays must use sequential numbers as subscripts
D. Both assocative arrays and varrays can be used as column types in database tables
Answer: A,B

Question: 162

Which two statements are true about the SQL Query Result Cache? (Choose two.)
A. It can store the query results for temporary tables
B. It can be set at the system, session or query level
C. It is used only across statements in the same session
D. Cached query results become invalid when the data accessed by the query is modified
Answer: B,D

Question: 163
Which two statements are true about the inlining of PL/SQL subprograms? (Choose two.)
A. Only local subroutines can be inlined
B. Inlining always reduces the execution time of a PL/SQL program unit
C. PLSQL_OPTIMIZE_LEVEL must be set to a value greater than or equal to 2
D. The PL/SQL programs that make use of relatively large helper subroutines are good candidates for
inlining
Answer: A,C

Question: 164
Which three statements are true about hierarchical profiling? (Choose three.)
A. It reduces function-level summaries
B. It produces an aggregated report of the SQL and PL/SQL execution times
C. It is useful for understanding the structure and control flow of complex programs
D. It can be used to identify hotspots and tuning opportunities in PL/SQL applications
Answer: A,C,D

Question: 165
Which three actions can be performed by using the DBMS_ASSERT package to prevent SQL injection? (Choose
three.)
A. Detect a wrong user
B. Check input string length
C. Verify qualified SQL names
D. Validate TNS connect strings
E. Verify an existing schema name
F. Enclose string literals within double quotations marks
Answer: C,E,F
appropriate answer.

Question: 166
Identify the method that is used by fine-grained access(FGA).
A. Using policy functions to generate predicates dynamically
B. Creating triggers on corresponding tables to generate dynamic predicates
C. Modifying the existing application code to include a predicate for all SQL statements
D. Creating views with necessary predicates and then creating synonyms with the same name as the tables

Answer: A
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